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LOOKING BEYOND HORIZON

Only a farmer knows the value of the soil...

As we often say, only a jeweller knows the value of a jewel likewise a farmer knows the value 

of the soil. 

What does that mean.... for a common man a mud in a plastic vessel is of no use or a waste, we 

might throw it away but a farmer who knows the value of the mud inside the vessel can visualise 

the actual use of it. He can mould that vessel with mud into a pot to grow maybe a show plant 

or to grow a vegetable. He can look beyond the dirty vessel and mud and can put that into actual 

use. Farmer can visualise the different steps that is needed to bring it into use, for e.g., 1) he 

looks at the mud and can see which seed is suitable for that mud 2) he makes plan to sow the 

seed 3) he tills the soil and put fertilizer to get the harvest.

likewise 

when others feel that we are of no use or worthless we need to visualise what and how can we 

be fruitful. To visualise the steps like the farmer did, we need to spend time with Lord in reading 

HIS scriptures, praying, asking for Holy Spirit to help us in telling us or visualise the steps to be 

fruitful which Lord has got in HIS mind for us. Lord will unveil the plan that HE has got for us. We 

will be able to realise the amazing plan that HE has for us. This will encourage us and give us the 

hope to face the difficulties to achieve the next step.

Jeremiah 29:11

For I know the plans I have for you, declares the LORD, plans for welfare and not for evil, to 

give you a future and a hope.

Now since Holy Spirit has unfolded the plan that Lord has for you, you will start preparing 

yourself for it by spending more time with Holy Spirit to know what HE wants us to do. HE will 

reveal his step by step plans to make us fruitful for others. HE will plant us, nurture us, care us 

so that the plan for our existence is fulfilled. 

Guys let’s put ourselves into HIS presence to know the purpose of our existence for the Kingdom 

of Heaven.

Shalom to all!
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